Subscribe to
New Delta Review

For over twenty-five years, New Delta Review has published literature from the bayou and beyond. In past issues, we’ve published stories by George Singleton and Stacey Richter, poems by Ai and Billy Collins, and interviews with Anne Rice and James Lee Burke. Subscribe and read some of the best new stories, poems and non-fiction being published today.

Make checks payable to New Delta Review and mail to the following address:

New Delta Review
15 Allen Hall
Department of English
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

NAME_________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________________________
CITY_________________________ STATE_______ ZIP_____________
EMAIL_________________________ (for questions concerning your order)

☐ I would like to be added to the New Delta Review email list.

**U.S.**

☐ One year (two issues) ($15)
☐ Two years (four issues) ($25)
☐ Current issue ($9)
☐ Specific back issue ($8)
   Please indicate desired issue: ________________________________
☐ Sample back issue, chosen at random ($6)
☐ Donation of $______________

**Institutional or International**

☐ One year (two issues) ($20)
☐ Two years (four issues) ($35)
☐ Current issue ($12)
☐ Specific back issue ($10)
   Please indicate desired issue: ________________________________
☐ Sample back issue, chosen at random ($8)
☐ Donation of $______________